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1 │ OVERVIEW OF HYDRO OTTAWA

• Hydro Ottawa Holding Inc. – parent company; 100% owned by 
City of Ottawa; registered and incorporated under Business 
Corporations Act

• Hydro Ottawa Limited – regulated LDC, serving ~335,000 
customers in the City of Ottawa and Village of Casselman

• Portage Power – Ontario’s largest municipally-owned green 
power producer; 128 MW of installed capacity

• Envari – provider of commercial energy services (energy 
management, streetlighting, underground cable testing)
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1 │ OVERVIEW OF HYDRO OTTAWA

• Hydro Ottawa Holding Inc. – parent company; 100% owned by 
City of Ottawa; registered and incorporated under Business 
Corporations Act

• Hydro Ottawa Limited – regulated LDC, serving ~335,000 
customers in the City of Ottawa and Village of Casselman

• Portage Power – Ontario’s largest municipally-owned green 
power producer; 128 MW of installed capacity

• Envari – provider of commercial energy services (energy 
management, streetlighting, underground cable testing)

• Focus of today’s presentation
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HYDRO OTTAWA LIMITED – KEY DETAILS

• ~335,000 customers

o ~4,000-5,000 new connections per year; City of Ottawa 
continues to experience steady growth

• 1,116 km2 service territory; 60% rural, 40% urban
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HYDRO OTTAWA LIMITED – KEY DETAILS

• ~335,000 customers

o ~4,000-5,000 new connections per year; City of Ottawa 
continues to experience steady growth

• 1,116 km2 service territory; 60% rural, 40% urban

• In recent years, avg. system summer peak = ~1.4 GW

• Currently in Year 4 of five-year Custom IR rate term 
(2016-2020)

o Average annual capital investments over this period = ~$120M

• New Integrated Regional Resource Plan (IRRP) is 
expected to be finalized in Fall 2019
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Energy Resource Facilities in HOL’s Service Territory (as of Dec. 31, 2018)

2 │ HYDRO OTTAWA’S EXPERIENCE WITH DERs
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Energy Resource Facility Connections in HOL’s Service Territory (as of Dec. 31, 2018)



Conservation & Energy Efficiency
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Regional Planning

• Major recommendation from
2015 IRRP was
implementation of distributed
generation (DG)

• In IRRP planning, non-
wires options continue to be 
investigated as part of the 
mix of solutions to address
capacity needs in specific
areas (e.g. Kanata North)
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MiGen Transactive Grid

• Represents the future energy marketplace – where customers generate 
more of their own electricity, store it, and send what is not used back to 
the grid

• For details: https://hydroottawa.com/save-energy/innovation/migen
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Other Projects
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KEY THEMES & TAKE-AWAYS

• Hydro Ottawa:

o has extensive experience in connecting, integrating, and 
planning for various types of DERs

o affirms the value and benefits associated with DERs

o views DERs as a critical and inevitable component of Ontario’s 
smart energy future

• DERs have featured prominently in regional and system 
planning considerations

• Different customer subsets are interested in different DERs

• Distribution utilities are uniquely positioned to leverage DERs 
for the overall benefit of the system and customers

• Distributors having greater visibility into DER resources, and 
being able to control and dispatch them, would yield benefits 
to the system (e.g. peak shaving)
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3 │ KEY CONSIDERATIONS

• Achieving appropriate balance between OEB’s mandate to 
protect consumer interests and facilitate financially viable 
industry

• Customer – choice, experience, value

• Costs – recovery, shifting, allocation, causation, stranded

• Benefits – quantification, valuation, optimization

• Compensation

• Ownership and control
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4 │ RECOMMENDATIONS

• Consider best practices from other jurisdictions

o Process – collaborative, transparent, extensive, coordinated

o Policy – anchored in traditional regulatory principles and 
customized to unique circumstances of jurisdiction
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4 │ RECOMMENDATIONS (CONT’D)

• As a first step, clearly define “DERs”

o across jurisdictions, “DER” is in the eye of the beholder

o DG, storage, demand response, conservation/efficiency, EVs?

• Examine existing tools within regulatory toolkit:

o DSC connection requirements

o Rate design

o CDM Guidelines (including Sec. 4.1 regarding rate funding in 
support of DER activities to defer distribution infrastructure)

• Consistency in rules and their application is essential
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4 │ RECOMMENDATIONS (CONT’D)

• Facilitate robust dialogue on the tough questions, so that a 
fulsome public record can support any decisions or actions 
that are ultimately taken:

o prospect of distributor ownership and operation of DERs

o appropriate valuation, compensation, and pricing for DER energy 
and/or capacity (i.e. province-wide vs. localized)

o standby rates, back-up charges

o safeguarding customer data and privacy 

o what happens post-expiration of FIT and microFIT contracts
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4 │ RECOMMENDATIONS (CONT’D)

• Connect the dots between this consultation and other 
relevant initiatives, whether internal or external to OEB

o OEB – Commercial & Industrial Rate Design, RPP Roadmap & 
Pilot Projects

o IESO – Market Renewal, Innovation Roadmap, Grid-LDC 
Interoperability, Regional Planning Review, Updated Planning 
Outlook, Energy Efficiency Capacity Pilot

o Government – potential policy action on industrial electricity 
pricing, net metering (e.g. virtual net metering, TOU pricing for net 
metering)



CAUTIONS

• To date, deployment of many 
DER types in Ontario has relied 
heavily on provincial programs

• Accordingly, both markets and
regulation may need time to test 
alternative costing and business 
models

• Experiences from other jurisdictions can be instructive and 
insightful – but in some instances, only to a degree

• Significant ratepayer funds have been invested in existing 
infrastructure and assets; these assets should be optimized 
amidst any movement to greater use of DERs
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5 │ NEXUS WITH UTILITY REMUNERATION

• Any far-reaching, consequential changes to the existing 
paradigm must be justified by robust evidence; it’s not at all 
clear whether such a case has yet been made

• However, Hydro Ottawa acknowledges that the matter of 
remuneration is engaged by certain issues related to DERs

• For example:

o Utilities may need to assume the function of a platform provider or 
orchestrator for DERs

o Earnings from market-facing platform activities may need to be 
considered (similar to the utility revenue stream authorized under 
New York’s “Reforming the Energy Vision”)

• Further discussion is therefore welcome in this regard



6 │ QUESTIONS?

• Gregory Van Dusen
Director, Regulatory Affairs
GregoryVanDusen@HydroOttawa.com

• Ben Hazlett
Manager, Distribution Policies & Standards
BenHazlett@HydroOttawa.com
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